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Overview 
Programmer who wants to be challenged to create a polished, deep, and engaging game while improving his programming abilities and being a part 

of a talented team.  His goal is to help improve an amazing game while growing deeper ties to the industry. 
 

> Programmer who is well experienced in high and low-level C++, as well as experience with C# and JavaScript. 

> Strongly independent individual whose determination causes him to see every problem as an opportunity. 

> Organized and methodic code author who actively writes to keep code clear, maintainable, and efficient. 
 

Technologies Used: C++ (4 years), C# (2 years), Unity3D (2 years), Perforce(1.5 years), Source Engine (1 year), Unreal Development Kit, 

JavaScript, Ogre3D, Open Dynamics Engine, OpenGL, GLEW, Microsoft Foundation Classes, Silverlight, Team Foundation Server, Unicode, RTF, 

Object Oriented Input System, Visual Basic for Applications, CMake 
 

Education 

GPA: 3.33 

CSE courses include: Artificial Intelligence, Computer Networks, Computer Graphics, and Fundamentals of 3D Game Development. 
 

Professional Experience 

Project Experience: ANVEL ECP 

> Created a multi-tiered AI Architecture with state machines, abstract behaviors, and autonomous agents. 

> Implemented flocking, path following, and other steering and group behaviors. 

> Designed and implemented a easy-to-use path creation and saving system. 

> Wrapped Ogre3d Animation and Particle systems into robust, managed systems. 

> Exposed functionality and properties to the user through scripts and in-application property windows. 

> Reviewed coworker’s code and adjusted my submissions to reflect reviews to my own code. 
 

Project Experience: ANVEL for the High Performance Cluster 

> Adapted ANVEL to be Linux compatible, so as to run it on an 8,000 core government supercomputer 

> Created a C# application to host the mathematical parameter generation for robotic trail runs for Gaurav Kulkarni 
 

Project Experience: SnagIt 10 

> Completed a total Unicode conversion of Snagit, a 10 year strong code base, including text editing and extraction features. 

> Created a multi-tiered Team Foundation Server web client with a Silverlight front-end. 

> Designed an MFC text-extraction and parser localization tool that was shipped with the latest version of Snagit 

> Created a Rich Text Format editing tools for the Snagit Editor, which is part of the Snagit. 
 

Other Programming 

Project Experience: Blade Symphony (Half-Life 2 mod, www.blade-symphony.com) 

> Currently creating bot opponents that attack and defend reactively and evade based on prediction. 

> Created plans for bot styles, value-based decisions and tactics, and using opponent’s historical statistics into decisions. 
 

Project Experience: Project Heman (standalone, unannounced) 

> Co-authored the core gameplay, prototype, and the OpenGL 2d texture rendering code.  
 

Project Experience: Dystopia (Half-Life 2 mod, www.dystopia-game.com) 

> Fixed bugs in widely differing systems including cameras, entity creation, server-client desync, and resource management. 

> Reverse engineered parts of the Source Engine’s 3D sound propagation code. 
 

Project Experience: Man vs. Wild The Game 

> Designed and created rapid prototypes of minigames that were integrated into the game as part of Michigan State University’s capstone. 

> Received a “Special Thanks” credit on the Xbox 360/PS3/Wii title 
 

Random Things 

> Has logged almost 800 hours in Heroes of Newerth since joining in closed beta. 

> Brews beer in his spare time. 

> Is a music enthusiast and bass guitarist.  Played a bass solo in Marching Band for a crowd of 15,000. 

> Has visited 14 National Parks (3 in Canada), and 24 State Parks (22 in MI). 

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science and Engineering 

Game Development Cognate  
 Michigan State University 2010 

Programmer at Reactor Zero (www.reactorzero.com) Saline, MI  August 2010 - Present 

Software Development Intern at TechSmith Corporation (www.techsmith.com/) Okemos, MI  August 2008 – May 2010 

Programmer at Puny Human Games (www.punyhumangames.com)  January 2010 - Present 

Programmer/Designer at Scientifically Proven Entertainment (www.scientificallyproven.com) January 2010 - Present 


